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Abstract 

A bounda9-y rntegral equatzon (BIE) method as descnbed for computzng the scattenng of a monofrequent acoustrc 
field by a smooth, ngzd 30 object zn a layered mnge-rndependent fluzd-sohd medtnm. 
The BIE rs drscretzzed usrng B-splznes (BSP), pornt collocatron and hzgh-order numerzcal zntegmtzon. The drs- 
cretzzed equatzons are solved by an zteratzve method, enhanced by pre-condztzonzng tuzth the LU factors of a related 
lrnear system for splzne tnterpolatzon on the scatterer surface 
Numerzcal examples are gtven at frequenczes of a few kHz, representattve e.g. for a parametrfc transducer The 
BSP method as shown to provzde order-of-magnztude gazns zn computatzon tames compared to a standard BEM 
technrque wzth quadmtrc elements as frequency zncreases and/or accumcy requzrements are ttghtened. 

1. Introduction 

Acoustic scattering from a 3D obstacle inside a range-independent layered fluid-solid medium 1s an important 
model problem with numerous applications in underwater acoustics. The fundamental problem - to predict the 
scattered wavefield for a given source-medium-scatterer-receiver configuration is of interest both in its own right, 
and, in practice perhaps more frequently, in the inverse problem of detecting and classifying scattering objects 
by analysis of returned echoes, [l] and references therein. In all but the simplest model cases - notably with a 
spherical or cylindrical scatferer and a medium composed of very few homogeneous layers - a closed-form analytical 
solution of the scattered field is not available The design of methods for numerical modelling of scattemg has 
therefore received much effort in the past few decades and has, together w ~ t h  the rapid development of technology 
for large-scale numerical computation, brought increasingly complex scattering scenarios within computational 
reach. 

Boundary integral equation (BIE) methods for the modelling of scattering are particularly useful whenever the 
Green's function of the surrounding medium may be computed efficiently. Anlong then advantages are (i) the 
spatial dimension and thus the number of unknowns in the discretized equat~ons is reduced, (ii) the boundary, the 
interface and the far-field radiation conditions in the surrounding med~unl are satisfied a przorz Examples of BIE 
modelling of the scattering of underwater sound are [2] where the surface of an acoustically penetrable scatterer 
is discretized by linear boundary elements, and [3] treating a cyl~ndr~cally structured scatterer at  the interface 
between two homogeneous fluid halfspaces. 
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Except for low-frequency fields in simple media and simple scatterer geometr~es, the BIE approach is com- 
putationally demanding, with workload and memory requirements increasing rapidly w ~ t h  frequency: If point 
collocation with a p'th order method is used for discretisizng the BIE, a crude estnnate of the requ~red number of 
meshpoints on the scatterer surface is N a (ka ( C / ~ ) ' l p ) ~  where k is IS the wavenumber, a an average diameter 
of the scatterer, r 1s the wanted relative accuracy and C is the error constant of the method of d~scretization. For 
example, for the trapezoidal rule C = 1/12,p = 2 giving N % 320 for ku = 2, c = 0 001 For many methods, e g. 
FEM with Lagrange-type elements, the discretized BIE has the form of a dense l~near system of equat~ons with 
dimension equal t o  or close to N.  The main computational tasks in a BIE approach arc the assembly and solut~on 
of this system, and the subsequent computation of the scattered field at say AM wanted points 111 the med~unl uslng 
the surface integral representation. The computational work for these tasks are proport~onal to at least N 2  ( N ~  
if a direct method IS used) and M N ,  respectively It is therefore interesting to note that  mcrPasing the order in 
the above estimate t o p  = 4 reduces the required number of meshpoints to N = 36 

In t h ~ s  paper we describe a recently developed BIE method for modelling scatter~ng by smooth 3D bodies 
immersed in a range-independent fluid-solid medium. The Green's functio~l of the inediunl 1.: computed by an 
adaptive, accurate transform integral method [4]. The BIE 1s discretized by point rollocation using h~gh-order 
B-spline (BSP) basis functions The collocat~on ~ntegrand is formulatecl 111 'tllted' zphencal coordinates B ' ,  4' 
making ~t smooth in both variables and periodic in +', and the collocatio~l integrals are computed by h~gh-order 
schemes. 

Sections 2 - 3 renew the basic equat~ons of the BIE approach and present the B-sphne collocat~on method In 
section 4 numerical examples are presented for super-ell~psoidally shaped rigicl scatterers at  a few kHz, representa- 
tive for a parametric bottom-penetrating transducer. A conventional BEhl method with second-order elements [5] 
is used for nnmer~cal comparisons. The BSP technique is demonstrated to be h~ghly effic~ent, prov~dlng order-of- 
magnitude gains in computation time as the frequency increases and/or the accuracy reqwrements are tightened. 

2. The BIE formulation 

Consider an acoustically rigid, smooth 3D object submerged in a fluid layer in a range-mdependent, layered fluid- 
solid medium, cf. fig. 1. A cartesian coordinate system is introduced as shown, with a vert,ical, downward pointing 
r axis and origin at  water surface. The medium parameters are assumed to be continuous fi~~ictions of z within each 
layer, with jump discontinuities allowed at  layer boundaries. The materials are modelled a5 isotrop~c, with viscous 
attenuation represented by complex wavespeeds. The wavefield is excited by a vert~cal away of time harmonic 
point sources on the z-axis within the water column. 

Figure 1: Geometry of model problem 

By the scalar Green's theorem, the 'density scaled' complex pressure q(r) = p-'(r)p(r) at a point ro inside a 
fluid layer is given by 

q(r0) = q(ln)(ro) - V ~ g ( r , r ~ )  . n(r)q(r)dS(r).  b (1) 

S is the surface of the scatterer, g(r, ro)  the Green's function of the layered medium, and q("') = p-'(r)p("a) where 



p('") is the incident field, i.e. the field excited by the source in a scatterer-free med~um. An integral equat~on of 
the second kind for q(r), r E S, is obtained from (1) in the limit as ro + S, 

See for example Strom [6, Ch. 2, Sec. 5.41 for a derivation in the free space case For a smooth surface S ,  the 
kernel of the integral in (2) is an equally smooth function of r, exeept for an ~ntegrable Ir - r ,  I - '  singularity at  
r,. If g(r , ro)  and p('n) are (numerically) known, then (2) can be solved numerically, and the pressure field 111 the 
medium subsequently computed from (1). 

3. A high-order B-spline collocation method 

3.1. The B-spline basis 

We assume the surface of the scatterer to be defined by a many times differentiable ('smooth') function 

where (6,4) are the spherical angle coordinates of a cartesian coordinate systenl w ~ t h  orig~n fixed inside the 
scatterer. A rectangular, equidistant grid of knotpoints (Oj, 4i) 

is introduced, together with associated bases of B-spl~nes [7, Cli 191 G~,(B) and F,($) with degrees kc; and k ~ ,  
and support in OJ < 0 < B3+kG+l and q5, 5 q5 5 q5,+k,+l, respectively. We seek an approximatiou q(B,d) to the 
solution of (2) of the form 

At any (6,4) the number of nonzero terms in this expansion is at most ( k F  + I)(kc + 1). Thus the work for 
computing q(0,4) for given (0,4) and { Y , ~ )  does not g~ow with the total number of terms ( N  + ~ F ) ( M  - 1 +kc) 
in the expansion. 

To ensure that i(6',4) has spline-like continu~ty everywhere on the unit sphere, the coefficients 7 , j  are required to 
sataify the following a przora conditions. First, 

to ensure the periodicity in q5. Second, the number N of 4 knot steps is restr~ct.ed to be even, and 

Equatians (7) and (8) ensure that the smoothness of q as function of 0 at the 'poles' (3 = 0 and B = n is the same 
as at  other knotpoints. From symmetry properties of the B-spline basis functions follaws that (6) - (8) are linearly 
independent for odd degrees only, and thus k~ and kc are restricted to he odd for simplicity. 
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3.2. Computa t ion  of t h e  collocation integrals 

Equations (6) - (8) impose kF(M - 1 + kc),  2(N .- 1) and (kc  - l ) N  linear const.raints, respectively, on the 
(N + kF)(M - 1 + kc) coefficients of (5). The rema~ning N ( M  - 2) + 2 degrees of freedom are fixed by requiring 
q(O,q5) to satisfy the BIE, (2), at  (0, dl), (n, 41) (the poles) and at  the N ( M  - 2) non-polar knot.points. 

A high-order numerical scheme for the collocation integrals must be chosen with proper care for the (mild) 
singularity of the kernel of (2) at  the collocation point r,. The following behav~our of the kernel near r, is easily 
verified in a homogeneous space, and is conjectured to hold also for layered med~a. 

For a given r,, let the surface S be defined by a smooth function r(E, 11 )  such that r ,  = r(O,0) and the tangent 
vectors rC(O,O) and r,(O, 0) are linearly independent. Let y, x be polar coordinates In the (E, 7 )  plane, i.e. 

Then, as function of ( y , ~ )  the integrand in (2) has the form 

where for some yo > 0 the kernel k(y, X)  is smooth in the closed rectangle 0 5 y < yo 0 5 y 5 27r. Its limit value 
k ( 0 , ~ )  at the collocation point is a smooth function of x with period ?r. 

Thus, the kernel as function of 'polar-like' coordinates on S with origin at. r ,  remains smooth and bounded 
when r, is approached along S from any given direction. Since by (6) - (8) q(r) is smooth everywhere on S, this 
behaviour holds also for the collocation integrand. 

Then, by introducing tilted spherical angle coordinates (B', 4') with the nort,h pole 8' = 0 at  the collocation 
point r, = rs(B,, d3) (cf. (3)) the BIE takes the form 

Figure 2: Gridpoints for a collocation integral by use of tilted coordinates ( B ' ,  4 ' )  

cf. fig. 2. The integrand is a smooth function in the closed region of integration, periodic in &' with period 
2n. A high-order numerical scheme for this integral is obtained e.g. by c o m b i ~ ~ i ~ ~ g  t,he trapezoidal rule in 4' (the 
periodicity ensuring super-polynomial order of convergence see e.g. [8, Sec 7.4.4]), and a scheme with the wanted 
order in 0'. The numerical results presented below were obtained with 6"-schemes of even order, based on linear 
combination of trapezoidal sums at  multiple stepsizes and polynomial extrapola.tion [O ,  Sec. 3.31 

By eliminating y,3 with negative i using (6), inserting (5) into (11) and applying the nuinerical integration 
scheme, the BIE together with (7) and (8) take the form of a linear system of equations 

A, corresponds to (7)-(8) and is {N(kc + 1) - 2)) x {N(M - 1 + kc)} and sparse. A, is a dense {N(M - 2) + 
2) x {N(M - 1 +kc) )  matrix of the coefficients of the discretized BIE, and b, contains the values of the incident 
field at  the collocation points. The components of x are the N ( M  - 1 + kc) unknown coefficients y,] with i 2 0 
in (5). 



3.3. Solution of t h e  discretized integral equation 

Omitting the contribution from the collocation integrals at the assembly of (12) gives a linear system 

Ai represents the term $@(0,0) of ( l l ) ,  and the components of f x('") are coefficients y!;"' of a B-sphne expansion 
interpolating to the incident field at  the collocation points 

The coefficient matrix of system (13) is real-valued and sparse, contairi~ng at 1110st ( k F  + l ) (kG + 1) nonzero 
elements per row. It can be stored compactly and LU-decomposed using sparsity conserving pivoting [lo], at  a 
computational cost which is insignificant compared to that of solving (12). 

An economical method for solving (12), is then to use an iterative method for nonsymmetric linear systems 
like the generalized minimum residual method [l l] ,  enhanced by preconditioning with the LCr factors of system 
(13). In the numerical examples below, this technique was found to reduce the execution time for solv~ng (12) by 
a factor of ten or more compared to direct LU decomposition already for systems of moderat? size. 

4. Numerical examples 

In this section we present some numerical examples using a scatterer wit,h superellipsoidal shape, cf. (3), 

wherei -=?(B,~)=(s in(8)cos(~) ,s in(8)s in(~) ,cos(8)) ,  I l ( x , y , ~ ) l l ~ = ( I x I ~ + l y l ~ + I ~ I ~ ) ~ f ~ ' w i t h p > 2 , a n d D a  
diagonal 3 x 3 matrix with the half-axis lengths a, b,  c as diagonal elements. 

The incident field is generated by a monofrequent vertical point-source array with length 15 m and center at  
depth 10 m. The array is steered and weighted to emit a downward-pointing endfire beam with small sidelobes, 
modelling the beam from a parametric transducer, fig. 3. An adapt~ve transform-integral method [4] is used to 

- 1 4 0  - 1 0 0  - 6 0  - 2 0  2 0  6 0  1 0 0  1 4 0  1 8 0  

DIRECTION 

Figure 3: Beam pattern of the source array at 2000 Hz. 

compute tables of the incident field and the Green's function of the layered medium on 3D-grids of (source depth, 
receiver depth, horizontal source-receiver range) values covering the scatterer and the spatial region of interest. 
The Green's function values for assembling (12) and computing the total field from (1) are obtained by high-order 
3D spline interpolat~on m such tables. 

In all examples shown the degree of the B-spline base funct~ons in (5) was k . ~  = k~ = 5 .  The order of the 
quadrature scheme for the latitude coordinate (0' in ( l l ) ,  0 in (1)) was 6, and the trapezo~dal rule with a constant 
stepsize was used for the longitude coordinate The number of c o l l o c a t , ~ ~ ~ ~  points was adapted in each case to 
provide visual convergence in plots of the scattered field, i.e. FZ 1% relat~ve error in complex pressure values. The 
number of quadrature points was twice the number of collocation points in both coordinates. 
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Our examples are of two types. First, in sec. 4.1 the performance of tile B-spl~ne ~nethotl ~b compared to a 
standard algorithm at selected frequencies for a scatterer in a homogeneous water half-spac-e The reference algo- 
rithm 1s a boundary element method (BEM), w ~ t h  triangular elements ant1 clr~adratlr basis funct~ons of Lagrange 
type [5]. Second, in sec. 4.2 the field from a scatterer buried inside a fluid sediment is computed at a dense gnd In 
the upper water column. Greyscale plots are displayed of the interference pattern of the scattered field both for a 
sediment halfspace, and for a finite sediment layer bounded by a rock hallpace. 

4.1. A benchmark  case w i th  s imple  geometry  

In our first example the medlum is a l~omogeneous halfspace of water w~ th  .otuld ~ ~ Y c I  1450 m/z and denalty 
1000 kg/m3. The scatterer is a rigid superell~psold defined by (14) with exponent p = 4 and half axes a = 0 5 m, 
b = 0.5 m and c = 1.0 m. The c axls is vertical and the center of the scatterer is on the I-asls at depth 3, = 40 111. 
The scattered field was computed at  181 po~nts along a half-circle w ~ t h  radius R = 10 m centerecl at  the scatterer, 
xJ = RsinOj, zj = r, + RcosOj,Oj = ja/180,j  = 0, ..., 180. The amplitude of the scattereti Iielcl as functlon of 
scattering angle O at  frequency 1000 Hz is shown in fig. 4. 

TtIETA dcg 

Figure 4. Amplitude of scattered field at range 10 m In the I 1,117, cazr In Table I 

Table 1 shows the number of unknowns in (12) and the execution times for arwmbly, solution and field 
computation at  three source frequencies. Execution times refer to real time 111 ( m ~ n  sec) on a cled~cated HP C160 
workstation. 

Table 1: Performance of the BSP and BE14 methotls 

The efficiency of the Bspline method, in terms of execution time and storage space rrquiretl for (12), is ev~dent. 
A continuation of the benchmark to higher frequencies was not attempted due to the performance of the BEM 
algoiithm. 

The number of iterations required for solvillg (12) ranged from T t,o 20 No occurrence of a singularity of the 
kind discussed in [12] was observed in these examples or in the examples below. 

4.2. Field f r o m  a bur i ed  sca t terer  

As final examples, we conslder scatter~ng by a rlgld slender superellipso~tl br~r~ecl In a flu~d setl~ment below 35 m 
of water The shape of the scatterer IS glven by (14) with exponent p = 4 anti half ases n = 0 5 In, b = 0 5 m 



and c = 2.5 m. Again, the c axis is vertical and the center of the scatterer is on the : axis, 5 m below the seabed. 
The acoustic parameters of the sediment are p = 1500kg/m3, cp = 1700m/s and attenuation 4, = O.SdB/X. The 
corresponding normalized half-axis lengths at  1000 Hz are ka = 1.85 and kc = 9.25 

TWO types of seabed are considered, a sediment halfspace, and a 10 thick sediment layer bounded by a rock 
halfspace with elastic parameters p = 2500 kg/m3, cp = 2500 m/s, c, = 1800 m/s, 4 = 0.05dB/X and /3, = 
O.MB/X. 

Figures 5-6 and 7-8 show greyscale plots of the amplitude of the scattered comples pressure in tlie region r 5 40 
m, 2 < z 5 22 m for the two media cases at  frequencies 500 Hz and 1000 Hz, respectively. The field is normalized 
by the amplitude of the incident field at  the scatterer depth in a water halfspace. 

X m 
Figure 5: Field from buried scatterer: Sediment halfspace, 500 Hz 

X m 

Figure 6: Field from buried scatterer: Sediment over rock, 500 Hz 

In figures 5-6 it is interesting to note that the max~mal amplitude of the scattered field occurs outs~de the z 
axis, thus favouring a bistat~c source-rece~ver configurat~on The influence of tlip bedrock on the strength of the 
backscattered field is small, however in the bedrock case the max~mal amplitude 1s shghtly s h ~ f t ~ d  away from the 
z axis compared to the halfspace case. 

At 1000 Hz, as shown in figures 6-7, the main lobe of the scattered field is on tlie z axis. 'The strength of the 
field is approximatively 10 dB higher than at  500 Hz. Finally, it is also seen here that the influence of the bedrock 
is very small, giving only a slight outward shift of the sidelobe pattern. 

X m 
Figure 7: Field from buried scatterer: Sediment halfspace, 1000 Hz 

X rn 

Figure 8: Field from buried scatterer: Sediment over rock, 1000 Hz 
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